
Petty Cash Guidelines 2021

- Each salon will receive a cash bag with some petty cash for making change

- The intention for this is that we can easily break guests’ larger bills without having to 
walk around the salon asking 

- This is only intended to elevate the convenience for making change and is not a step 
of moving back towards cash payments at all

- We still do not have cash in our drawers to make change for guests paying with cash 

- Each salon will be responsible for exchanging their own petty cash large bills for 
smaller bills - We recommend asking your technicians to come change out their small 
bills at the end to he day to replenish your petty 

- Petty cash will not be supplied or transferred to the Resource center 

- The sole responsibility of petty lies upon the salon.  If the salon is not able to switch 
out bills with technicians, a team member can run to a bank to exchange

- This means that safes must be locked and unlocked with the same level of security 
as we did when we kept cash in them before

- Each salon will decide whether exchange cash will be kept in the safe or in another 
secure location for the day.  If it not in the safe, we will need to outline the layout and 
all GSR’s must sign agreement

- When counting or exchanging bills with technicians, this should be done discreetly, 
either out of a cash drawer that is not being used, or another professional work space 
that guests are not observing the money being counted

- Openers must count and make sure there is $____ in the petty bag each day. 

- Closers must count and make sure there is $_____ left in total petty each day. 

- There will be a log sheet in the bag where the openers and closers will date and 
initial. 

- Only leaders should exchange out the petty

Signature _________________________   Emp # _________   Date __________


